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Abstract

Phenix Liaergency Coolin,5: Systeia

Among various engineered safeguards of the reactor plant, the

authors describe the protective system designed to remove the

decay heat in emergency, in case of complete loss of all normal

decay heat removal systems.

First the normal decay heat rejection systems are presented.

Incidents leading to the loss of these normal means are then

analyzed.

Finally, the protective system and its constructive character-

istics designed for emergency cooling and based on two independ-

ent and highly reliable circuits entirely installed outside the

primary containment vessel are described.
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4-1

Heat removal systems were the most critical elements of the

PHOKIX reactor design. The designers were extremely carefu'to

foresee all possible accidental conditions, and to prepare a

backup system for all eventualities.

Three methods of shut-down are provided for the PH3I.TX reactor;

normal step (a shut-down ordered by the control room); emergency

shut-down (caused by the fall of the six control bars); quick

stop (caused by the lowering of the six control bars at a speed of

1.4 mm/sec). The two last cases are brought about during some

emergency and are being implemented automatically.

An emergency stop lowers the power to almost zero in a matter

of a few tenths of a second. The pov/er output in the core drops

immediately to 15/$ of the initial output and to 5/« one minute

after the lowering of the control bars. The emergency stop is

actuated by any defect in the core (neutron flux, core cooling)

or defects in the primary cooling circuit (loss of pressure for

example).

In the case of a quick stop, the neutron output is lowered to

almost zero within one minute. The power released in the core is

linearly decreased during this minute to abrut 5/» of its original

value.

This residual power in the core comes to equilibrium as follows:

-5KW (th), one hour after shut-down
-2.3I.IW (th), one day after shut-down
-1.7MW (th), two days after shut-down



4-2

: I j»int:> is *̂ -
e description of:

-The normal removal of the decay heat
-The cases where the normal cooling is lost
-Cooling methods by natural convection

ith particular emphasis on:

-Test of a metal insulator
-The ultimate emergency circuit.

1

The heat transfer after ar. emergency stop is accomplished by:

-from the fuel elements through the six heat exchangers lo-
cated in the primary vessel, by the primary sodium moved
by the three main pumps at low speed in case of the accident
was caused by loss of pressure, and at their normal speed
if the accident was caused oy some other fault.

-from the steam generators through the group of turbines
during the first two minutes of the shut-down, follov;ed by the
cooling system of the turbines which in turn is being
cooled by the i&one Hiver., and finally after 1 hour
through the stop/go" circuits which automatically mix
the vapor with water and release it through the normal vents
of the cooling tower.

-from the intermediate heat exchangers connected two 'oy two
in three distinct loops tov.-ard the steam generator by the
secondary sodium circuit which is moved at slower than the
programmed speed by the secondary pumps.

V/hile this procedure is valid during most emergency and quick

stop shutdown? it is obvious that it may not be operational in

certain cases of emergency. If the turbines are lost or in the

case of the loss of power the steam could not be directed toward

the turbines during the first two minutes. In this case the

steam is released directly into the atmosphere through three

intermediate valves operated by the turbine safety circuit, and

are controlled to release the steam until its pressure drops

below 60 atmospheres.



2.1 Accidents of the e;tCi>~y aroa'.;ci:.~ vvatyr lir.as

As shoivn in the previous cara;;ruph, during norr..il operation the

residual heat is rersoved throu^i; the steam generators. For this

reasot. all precautions ivero r?.adc %o desi&n this syate:;: to be-

totally redundant; the secondary circuit has three independent

loops and any or.e of thea is capable to resove the residual decay heat

On the side of the Production Iinii;ir*eeriKc Installation the "stop/

go" circuits are also triplicated {one by a ste&s scaerator) as;a

on the side of the mechanical installation all the pû sps have back-up

systems and are equipped with emergency starters, &nd there is ar.

eaergency water reservoir to supply the generators if a pressure-

drop occurs. This arran&caent would allow the cooling for several

hours. laoreovor the cooling of the generators by air convection

is also possible by the opening of the traps, installed for this

purpose.

2.2 Accidents with., loss of electric power

GEK53AI ACCiaSKgS 'ZITH ?.TJ "LZCTdlC SOPPLY

?he control rocra is supplied i»ith electricity at 225 5eV during

noraal operation.

The auxiliary power is automatically turned on as soon as the

225 kV line beeones unstable. The auxiliary power coaes primarily

from a 15 kV outside line or if this is also unoperati onal, froa

the emergency power generators supplying 5-5kV. The latter is

supplied by two Diesel generators, one of which is capable to

carry the complete emergency load. The control rod aechanis?. is also



duplicated and in ea:;e of the failure of o:.e, the other takes

over the control.

Considering all these precautions-, the probability is indeed very sviall

of having a. complete electrical failure ir. the system. However

in case of this very slight chance, the following possibilities

exist to protect the safety of the installation:

-The core s&y be cooled for one hour by the use of battary
driver, auxilliary raoters and punas, followed by cooling
by natural convection.

-Heraoval of decay heat by natural cor.vectior of air through
the casing of the steas generators or by the supply of lo;v
pressure water fros the coolinj tower or from the reserve
supply, (supply tank and buffer tar.k)

1 COOLIi;? 3Y NATURAL CO:.VSC?IOi:

Considereing the design features of the PHUKIX esergency system

the necessity of the cooling of the primary ar.d secondary sodiua

circuits by natural convection of air is very slight indeed.

Nevertheless this possibility has been considered and it also

adds to the safety of the reactor. An accident requiring this

last resort iaplies that:

-the ISkV power supply has failed
-the Diesel generators have failed
-the battery driven aeters and puaps have failed.

The main priaary puaps therefore have been equipped with fly-

wheels which assure that in the case of complete power loss these

pumps retain at least their 1/lOth speed for 60 seconds. Ehis

assures the first "critical" ninute of cooling.

3*1 Cooling with natural convection with secondary circuit
and with steaa generator.



The primary circuit is cooled by natural convection of air

either after the first hour of the shut-down or after the fly-

wheels on the nain pur-ps have stopped, in case of total electrical

failure including the failure of the battery operated pumps.

The electricity is not restored or is unavailable, (the emerg-

ency pumps are no* restarted)

The normal operating procedure in this case is the opening of the

vent holes of the steam generator structure to ensure the circul-

ation of the air through the whole structure. In the secondary

loop where the pumps are also not functioning the natural con-

vection in the sodium will also be established, (see Fig. 1)

The opening of the steam generator vents assures the removal

of about 2jJ of the nominal power (563 «r.V (th) by cooling the hot

sodium 550 C with circulating air. This mode of cooling thus

works even though no water is available and it assures the

removal of the decay heat even if one of the three sodium

loops was emptied at the moment of the accident.

If for some reason the preceeding cooling procedure is non

operational, another avenue is still open. Low pressure water

may be circulated through the steam generator, (xx. see 2.1)

To accomplish this the pressure of the steam generator is lowered

manually to the level of the supply tank pressure, which has a

capacity of about 100 tons, allowing cooling at 2kg/sec, which is

Ifo of the normal cooling for 12 hours. The two buffer tanks contain



an additional 200 tons which aay also be used if necessary.

The cooling at 1J» efficiency corresponds to the following,

assuming the nor:aal heat capacity of the primary system:

-ljS residual power reached after 1 hour of shut-down
-2;i> flow of the primary sodium circuit
-3.5/i flow of the secondary sodium circuit

3.2 Cooling by the ultimate emer.-ency circuit

After cor.diereing the serious and possible siiaultanious failures

enlisted in the previous chapter, the designers of the PHSÎ IX

has separated the core cooling fron the rest of the heat exchange

circuit. Thus studies were made in this area and an accident,

even more unlikely then the previous ones was considered.

Considering the complete failure of the secondary sodium loops,

with or without the functioning of the primary pumps. Like

before the natural convection is established in the primary

circuit, after the pumps have stopped.

The double walled reaction vessel is lined on the inside

with a metal insulator, which has two important functions!

-during normal operation it should act as a good insulator,

allowing only minimum heat loss

- during an emergency, when the sodium temperature rises it

should allow maximum heat loss

A compromise to satisfy these two requirements had to be found.

- during normal power operation the heat loss is about
450 kV7. The temperature on the hot side of the insulator
is 525 C and on the outer side of the insulator is 270 C.

-in case of accidental loss of cooling the thermal loss
becomes as high as 1800 k\V since the temperature of the



sodium will rise to 750 C. In this case the inside wall
temperature will be 750 C ai.i the temperature of the out-
side of the insulator will be 420 C.

In this latter case the temperature of the sodium will try to

become in equilibria?! with that of the inside, and will reach

eventually 750 C. However since the amount of sodium ir. the

system is about 300 ton this temperature will not be reached

before four days, and then slowly will decrease.

3oth the 450 k'.'.' or the 1800 Ic'.v loss is removed bj' a series

of tubes welded onto the outside skin of thi primary reaction

vessel.

These tubes are then (or this cooling circuit) leads to the

outside, where it is connected to the heat ex char, je circuit.

This systera is also in duplicate and it works all the time,

during normal operation it gives thermal protection to the

concrete structure. Because its role in an emergency situation, it

was called the "Ultimate Emergency System".

4. INSULATOR AI.3 THE ULTIMATE Z.ERG3KCY SY5T5J

It was a difficult task to find an insulator which acts properly

under these unusual conditions. Normally one looks for low

thermal conductivity when selecting an insulator. For PHEKIX

the choice was an insulator whose thermal conductivity varies

with temperature.



•ring normal operating temperature it is a relatively good

''"•;ulator, but ac the core temperature rises it becomes less and

'"",s so, and finally it becomes a heat radiator rather than an ir

' ' Lator.

4.1 Metal Insulator-Test Lguia.-ent

;'!i" metallic insulator used on the reactor was tested very

11 tensively, The test vessel was symmetric (see Fig. 3) to

l"'Liainate interface problens. A smooth heated sheet 2000 x 1000

:->. represented the wall of the .-aain reaction vessel. On this

•'••••iter, representing the double wall, the test insulator was

-'••Minted. One side of the casing represented the reactor vessel

;*-»'J its primary coding circuit. The other side of the casing

w•*••', insulated. The whole caisson (casing) was counted on swivel

>"us, so the phenomer.or.s could be measured in both vertical

ii%\i horizontal position. The inside of the casing was filled

'"•ther with air or with nitrogen. The output o.C the heater was

v-;viable (1 to 3 kV/) and was thermally protected. The distance

^•'tween the heater and the insulator, and between the heater and

*' o v/all representing the primary cooling circuit was equal,

J'-«3t as in the case of the PHEr.TX. The device was perfectly

e-;nipped with measuring instruments.

*'VG insulator itself was formed of 4 sheets of 0.1 mm thick

s-einless steel, kept apart by metal grating. The total

"*•" vckness of the insulator thus was 20 mm.

4.2 Test Results



Following are the main results of the test:

-accident conditions

.2-in vertical position ^ 750 C; rI' 308 C; q 4300 "/HI

-in horizonta

normal ooeration

-in horizontal position ?, 650 C; T2 270 C; q 2600'"/a,2

-vertical position 1^ 560 C; ? 2 205 C; q 1730 '"/a2

-vertical position ?., 400 C; ?2 143 0; q 900 V./a11

-horizontal position l\ 400 C; T2 160 C; q 900 '"/a2

'.Vhere T, heating plate temperature

Tp cold side of the insulator

q flow density in the insulator

In conclusion this insulator was found satisfactory for the

task described and was adopted for the reactor. It also has

the added advantage that it is easily nountable on the walls of

the reactor vessel and has a long and trouble free service life.

4»3 Ultimate Emergency System

The thermal exchange takes place by conduction and radiation

between the main reaction vessel and the double walled vessel and

by natural circulation and radiation in the heated space between

the primary and surrounding tank. This last circuit then forms

a shield toward the concrete structure. The ultimate emergency

system, by circulating water, acts as a primary coolant for the

concrete, as well as the bottom, the ferrule of the core, the block

and the cross sections, (see Fig. 4)

The conditions imposed on this system are as follows:

-normal operation

Primary surrounding tank 70 C

Concrete temperature 70 C

lower block temperature 50 C



-durin/; total emergen

other then the limitation of the sodium temperature at 750 C

Primary core ferrule ICO C

Vertical concrete structure 100 C

3ottom temperature of the primary tank 70 C

Concrete temperature at the cross out 70 C

Lower block temperature 70 C

This whole assembly cooled by a double :ietworl: of soldered

tubes (34 mm dia. 4mm -.vail) arranged in a symmetrical cor.tir.ous

double strand, on the wall of the tank. The tubes are parallel

and spaced at 150 mm. --ny two neighboring tube belongs to

separate circuits„ and the direction of the flow is also opposite.

The volume of the treated water is 2X55 ar/h.

The total energy removed is 2100 k'" which is sufficient for the

conditions that one imposes on this system. In case of the loss of

one of the circuits, the remaining network is capable of operating

at 70 nr/h, which is satisfactory in case of emergency. If the

diesels do not start, and the circulating pumps and motors are

also disabled the circuit may be operated with crude water from

the reservoir and ez.^ eying directly into the Rhone River. The

crude water supply is sufficient for several hours of operation,

and it may be implemented with the pumps of the fire fighting

equipment which again is completely independent of the Control

Room.

5. CONCLUSION



The proceedings have shown that the integrity and permanence

of the PHSNIX cooling system was designed to operate during

any foreseeable emergency. The designers of PHEIIIX took

advantage of the inherent features of the fast reactor with

integrated circuits to build the least expensive and most

reliable cooling system possible: to keep the reactor safe

even in the event of complete electrical shutdown.

The "time factor" in establishing these emergency measures

in the PKEI.'IX is also very important: adaquate time is at the

disposal of the operators to establish the safety procedures

during any emergency.

Finally let us recap the procedures of decay heat removal:

-in case of total failure of all the alternative electric
sources (220 kV, 15kV and emergency diesel generators)

-The primary pumps are equipped with batteries (level IH)
and natural ventillation is sufficient
-the natural heat transfer of the sodium in the secondary 1
loops (one loop is sufficient) removes the heat from the
core through the steam generators,
-the vent holes on the steam generator housing may be
opened to allow cooling by air.

-in case of total and absolute failure of all electrical
and mechanical devices of both the primary and secondary
circuits, the "ultimate emergency system" using raw water
gravity fed from the reservoires or through the fire
extinguisher circuits is sufficient to remove the decay heat
in. a manner that assures the safety of the installation.



DISCUSSIOI;

R. J, Scholvinck; I understand there are different pov/er levels

for which the secondary decay heat removal systems have been designed:

PPR: 15 IT", Sim: 6 IT,", PHEKIX: 2 1,1", while these reactors are

expected to operate at a similar nominal power.

Of course coiaparision is somewhat complicated by the distinction

between the pool and loop designs. But I don't think the data on decay

heat production are that much different. Could I have some ex-

planation on these different design figures?

F. Timraermann: The decay heat at the beginning of the emergency

cooling- about 3«5> of the nominal power - does not determine the

design of the secondary loops. The power of the emergency cooling syste:

is mainly limited by the ability of heat transport of the in-tank

circulation. Thereby it is possible to remove a power of about

5 to 6 T.r»7 from the core to the immersion coolers. The decay heat

decreases to this value within 5 h. Up to this time the difference

between the produced and removed pov/er leads to an increase of the

mean temperature within the reactor tank.

M. Megy; The figures indicated for residual power seem to be in-

coherent, however, the time factor must be taken into account.

The Phenix emergency system intervenes only if the energy removal

by normal means of the electricity generating plant or by cooling of the

steam generators with air in natural convection can not be used any

more (this is an extremely serious accident occurring with a very

low probability, which implies that all three secondary circuits

have previously failed).



Is. tliis case the sodium temperature in the tank is allowed to

i-'.cr<-ase up to 700 C which, considering the thermal inertia of

t;-.o ;'.reat mass of sodium in the tank (more than 800 tonnes), takes

several tens of hours. Meanwhile, the residual power of the core will

ii-;.ye dropped to a value below 2 l.r.7 (1.8 IJ.VO.

R.;>:.:.:. Leigh: I would like to clarify the position concerning

the performance of the PFR decay heat rejection loops. Each loop

ro.Tjovos 5 H1" (th), therefore if all three function we have 15 ISV(th)

ca.paMlity. But our design assumption is that one locp functions

ar.i this alone will ensure the safety of the reactor. Therefore,

my interpretation of the information given at this conference is

that comparable DHR loop outputs are:

(i) PER-ifaK loop 5 MV7 (th)
(ii) SKH-2.LI. pump driven loops 6,0 I.?,V (th)
(iii? Phenix tank radiative cooling system 1.8IJ.V (th)

\
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© Trappcs d'cntree d'air frais

Vent holes for the entry
of air

Fig.1. G£N£RATEURS DEVAPEUR

CONVECTION NATURELLE DE L'AIR DANS LE CAISSON
Fig. 1. - STEAM GENERATOR

NATURAL AIR CIRCULATION THROUGH THE CASE.



DETAIL OU CALQRIFUGEMETAUIQUE
DETAIL OF THE METAL INSULATOR

Fig. 2- CUVE DOUBLE ENVELOPPE ET SONCALORIFUGE
Fig.2 - Double walled vessel and. its insulation.



Tole reflechfssante
Reflecting plate

\lsolants thermiques souples
Elastic heat isolators

taine de verre
Glass wool

Plaque chauffante
fieater plate

Lame d'air

Calorifuae

Plaques isolantes (superex!
Insulating plates (superex)

Lainedeverrel 31ass

T3le reflechfssante Reflecting

Fig, 3-MAQUETTE O'ESSAIS OU CAlORfFUGE METALLIQUE
Pig. 3- Test set-up for the metal insulator



. SORTIE O'EAUTRMTEE
DEREfROIDISSEMENT

Treated water exit

.SPIRES OEREFHOIDISSEMENT
Cooling spirals

SOUS GOLLECTEUHS:ENTREE ET SORTIE O*EAU
• * » • TRAITEE DEREfROIDISSEMENT

Distributors: Entrance and
exit of the treated cooling water

Fig.4- CUVEtfENCEINTE PRIMAIRE
CIRCUIT D'ULTIME SECOURS

Pig. 4- Primary reactor enclosure
The ultimate emergency system


